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Introduction;    Objectives and Policy Instr_ .v..jrtg. 

Selecting the  "boat"  ot  alternativa projects or facili- 

ties to bo constructed and identifying appropriate pricing 

policies for the selected facility is a perplexing tad per- 

vasive problem.    To be determined are prices which lead to 

the  "correct" amount of capital investment in physic;.! capacity, 

and to its efficient utilization, while recognizing the oppor- 

tunity costs of resources used. 

The general  capital budgeting and pricing  teenniquo coa- 

cribed in  this paper difiera  in several significant aspects 

from raore conventional  capital budgeting procedures.    Above 

all,  pricing policies are recognized as planning or adainietra- 

tive  instruments to be   ased in achieving certain specified 

objectives established by a particular physical project or 

facility.     We further ussert  that pricing  and capital budgeting 

are  closely Interrelata aspeota of the  sac* planning problem 

and  that capital bating  is not rationally executed in ab- 

straction or in  isolation  fro» the consideration of pricing 

problems. 
The »re diifi<u!t pricing decisions  «afïontod by «W> 

»a^-nt. and puMic planning ofiicials  ««.11» Uvol«  the 

qlMstion or how to -recapture- capita!,   research, develops.«, 

administrative,   an. aislar cost, neither .„il, nor direct!, 

„Ut- to »«iati»,   ta output,     m Urge »..««..  «ace   le0S 

direct!, related cr traceable costs derive froa o—i«»« ot 



an investment character,   so  that the problems of evaluating 

these  investments,  arid their  "recapture"   (either actual or 

potential)   through price  assassinants become closely  inter- 

twined.    Even though capital  charges or prices may not be 

assessed directly to consumers in all cases   (as a matter of 

established public policy,   for example)   the necessity to 

evaluate  the market possibilities remains,  so long as effi- 

cient allocation of investment resources  is désirai 

Attention will not and should not be  focused,   moreover, 

only on narrow economic issues affecting the particular fa- 

cility under consideration.     Pertinent broader issues can 

and do influence capital budgeting and pricing decisions, 

particularly in the public sector.    Accordingly,  other broader 

and more qualitative variables are accommodated explicitly in 

the planning process here outlined,  at specified "decision 

points."     Thus,   important qualitative aspects  interact upon 

the planning decision,  and upon the strictly economic optimi- 

zing process, in a clearly specified manner and in con- 

trast with the more informal procedures of much conventional 

practice. 

A dichotomy is sometimes defined in  the set of procedural 

method* available to the public or private planner between a 

comprehensive,  systems-wide or general equilibrium approach 

on the one hand and a project-by-project methodology on the 

other.    The approach outlined here belongs more with the 

latter category.    Th« efficacy of either type of approach 

depends,  of course, upon a host of social, political,  and 

j 



econosoic conditions  ourrounding  ite application,    A moro de- 

centralized or disaggregated administrativa  and planning 

frnruawork,  for eìianple, would tond to  ¿avor  a projact-by- 

project  approach.     A highly  centralized  political  and economic 

framework, on  the other hand,  would make a comprehensive, 

economy-wide evaluation wore likaly and  faasibis. 

Such problem  us data génération  and acquisition aloo 

affect   the selection  oí  the proper planning  approach.     In   this 

respact,  project planning  ¿.fj contrasted with  a £u~     aysteios 

analysis may  ba mobilized  with caiallar,   leca  extensive data 

input  requirements.     Thua   the  "firat step"   for implementation 

of  our present technique  ahouid  be not quito   the hux-dle  that 

gearing up for a comprehensive systems model would bo.    An 

essential di^.tingulohing  feature  between the  two pluming 

approaches,  one which should loom  larga  in  tho selection  of 

either,   is that the  broad,   coraprahunsivo laocsai by  ita nature 

intornili ses within   the planning  piocesa .iiuay  oiiocts of  a 

particular capitai   investiront which  are  coasidared  external 

in  the  project planning methodology.     Whether  the  poasiblo 

gain in   planning efficiency  iron;  3uoh  internaiir&LiGn of  these 

offacta   over many projects   in worth the  aud^d  ccjt  of a ays- 

terns model iaplöitantation,   at any particular  point  in tic¡e,  is 

cgain dependant upon  the a::iatent pl*mning and administrative 

procedures,  and th¿  entent  to which consistent treatment of 

different sectors of   the economy   ia oath sought ana   feasible. 

Tho  capital budgeting  procedures  outlined here  also  neces- 

sitate  greater emphasis  upon explicit  «stiiaation and definition 
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of demand and supply curves.    Estimation problems  as such aro 

not a central   concern here,  however.     Rather,   it is assumed 

that the requisite  supply and demand  functions ara given or 

known.     In addition,  estimates  are required of the present cost 

and the discount rate   (or rates)   relevant to the   facility under 

consideration.    With these dava a determination  is then made as 

to whether the  faaility  is economically rational  under  the 

givan parameters,   and,   if it is,  the pricing schemes which are 

optimal.    These steps, moreover,  are undertaken with reference 

to «ipeaified objectivas  for the project or  facility in question, 

Project comparisons  are based upon the present net value 

technique.    Puture gain tmd coot streams are discounted  to the 

present and then the net  present value is  found by deducting 

the present coat from t'ie discounted gain   (or revenue or 

profit).    The  selection of the best alternative project then 

involves simply finding the one with the largest net present 

value under a particular pricing regime. 

Of  the alternative pricing regimes that might be consi- 

dered those aimad ai maximising revenue could have a particu- 

lar appeal for both private and public sector planners, 

eapaclally if projects in  the public sector are  to be discoun- 

ted at an approximation of the market or private  sector's rate 

of  interest.     Thj justification would be that if public invest- 

ments are to be evaluated at the same  ratcj of interest  as 

private,   then  nimilar prioing strategies should be  adoptad or 

allowed when computing benefits.    Of course,   auch  a procedure 

implicitly assumes  that no substantial differences exist  in 
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tho degreos  of market or monopoly power in   the public and prx- 

vate  sectors.     Even   if   soma   "social   rata"   of discount   is used 

for  the public sector,   tho cri-corion or maxiroma  not present 

value might  remain valid  in determining tho boat  or dû ring of 

alternative capital investment projects within  tho public 

sector.     In auch  circu/oa tancée, while the privat« sector planner 

likely would continue  to  Follow profit maximization in deter- 

mining his   real  pricing  stratogy,   actual pricing  procedures 

(dufj  to di £ fo ron t  ob )«. cl Lvoa)   might  be different   in  tho public 

Boccor fron» those  used   for making capital  budgeting cocisions. 

With  regard  to objectives,  tho   feasible  set   could be ex- 

tremely  large,   depending upon   the detail of  specification. 

Two generali extremua conditions,  howpvar,   are conventional  in 

«-he economic literature.    They are:     1)  maximize  tho not pres- 

ent revenue   (profit)   generated from usa of  tho   facility   Ut 

the  speci fiad di o count   rate) ,   which  normally  ÍE>plle3  high 

opportunity cos'-s  o£  capitaJ   in alternativo  usos;   or  2)   maci- 

niti*  tho  conuuuer  uso  of  tho   facility subject only to  the con- 

straints  oí isaintaining  at  ietst a  noa-no.-c.tive   nut present 

value  and evory  user     paying  a price no  lever  tix&n tho  jhort- 

run marginai coita of  what  he  consumos.      i That   is,   asa  is  to 

bo oncouiagod,   but  tho   ira-Jility muet  recover  it«  capital  and 

maintenance costa) .     Between  fchase two polar extraíaos   lie innu- 

merable possible  corcbina-:iona.1    The  second objective,   maxinu 

use subject fo solí-recovar/  of facility costs,   has strong 

IUIU 

1'3ee Section  III bolo*,  page   2?   ,   for a  brief   discussion of 
a third type of possible objective  for public sector projects. 
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social and intuitive appeal and probably Ilea not too far from 

rational economic and public policy practico in moat cases. 

It la, nevertheless, an arbitrary limitation. 

By way of illustration, aoma broader iaauo3 posüibly 

could force a public policy which required a certain amount 

of ndt revenue or, conversely, even a deficit operation of a 

facility. The present model will identify the pricing acharnas 

relevant to auch an objective, or almost any other for that 

matter. At the some time, it will signal to the administrator 

or planner either the» differential facility use, or else the 

amount of monetary deficit created by pursuit of other objec- 

tives.  Again, the procedura is entirely flexible and amenable 

to any combination cf the different objectives of profit or 

use maximization. Thus the model can be of use both to private 

managements, whose objectives and specifications would tend 

toward the maximum profit, pole, or to public sector planners, 

where the maximum use pole may more often be of interest. 

The feasible set of alternative pricing schedules —the 

main controllable variables of the budgeting and pricing 

problem— can be divided into two subsets corresponding to the 

two basic polar objectives, that is, to achieve maximum revenue 

or naximum use. The type of objective stated, in turn, affects 

the kind of pricing policy which should be used.  Thus, the 

maximum use objective is closely interrelated with the phenom- 

enon of demand peaking, as exhibited by almost every conceiva- 

ble good or service (depending on the time length of cycle con- 

sidered) . For example, demand for Christmas trees and for bathing 



,-ora suits  peaks once annually   (in a  specified climatic  zona) .similari 

daily peaks are observed in the  demand  for street capacity in 

urban areas,   or for electric power,  or tor water supply.     By 

dividing the  time intervais considered in the model   (one yoar) 

into two periods, peak and off-peak,1 tho boat price to cüarqe 

peak and slack period consumerà  in order to achieve maximum 

uoe of  the  facility can be  identified   (sibject to the cons- 

traint  that net present value is not loay than aero) .    By 

contrast,   if  the objective is maximum revenue or profit,   the 

price or prices which generate maximum net present  revenue are 

charged,   regardless oí use during peak or off-peak poriods. 

In  achieving specified goals,  throe general typed of 

price  differentiation can  ba  identified,     i-'irst,   there  is   a 

cy_c:.ica.l price discrimination or  differentiation    which is 

applicable to situations where very sharp seasonal,  daily,  or 

other variations occur in  the rate at which the service or 

product  is consumad.    Such discrimination can be a means of 

ameliorating  the high costs  and  other problems  associated with 

tho 

venue 

..ecta 

i ¿ore   then   two pu riodo  can be   accociuocìatod  if tho  added 
complexity  in  computation  sacaos  warranted. 

Jack Hirshioifer, 
Ccniiiont, " Vhc_Q'!^••_'••.3 
t>Jo. 3 (Àuçju.st, V>'.ii..r 
tinction betv;oon "di 
socr.üX .»arginai coat 
Given euch a do ¡"ini t 
of dit feront charcos 
the relevant socia, 
Such a definition at 
marginal coa tu ¿ hov/e 
crimination"   in its 

in  *Pe¿-.k  Loads  cud Efficient Pricing: 
:• i.v ó'ouvna.1   of  Ecoi;c.:.Ics,   Vol.   LI'XII, 
,   'rj3.   <¿TI"C2,   clf.í..:..-c: a   r.vJia.~:.z:¿L\zu.i  dis- 
yc::itain-stior."   and   ncini:arenti..i\:ion1, •   if 
a  are  defined  in   the opportunity  jense. 
ion,   no dit!crir.dnation artists  in  the  case 
for peak and off-peak consumers because 

¡.'.arginai   costs of  service  also differ. 
ir«  up murky  definitional  probj.oras of 
vor,   ana we  pre for  to use  the  tena "dis- 
usual  looser sense. 



very Intensive peak use or demands or as a means of "smoothing" 

demands and at the same time encouraging maximum total use. 

Second, there is inter-consumer price discrimination 

which involves different price levels for different categories 

of consumers, established within any single time interval. 

The several levels will be assumed to remain constant for these 

different consumer groups over and between time intervale and 

throughout the planning period or life of the facility.  Ad- 

adnistrative difficulties can be encountered with this type of 

pricing policy, but they need not necessarily be insuperable, 

especially if the demand for the facility's output is suffi- 

ciently inelastic, at least within certain delineable catego- 

ries. 

The final type of price differentiation to be considered 

ia inter-temporal discrimination. This refers to a situation 

in which one price is charged all consumers in all peak or 

slack periods, but the price level rises or declines over time. 

The length of time any particular price is charged may change 

within the total planning period, in order to retrieve a non- 

negative amount of present revenue. A price level declining 

over time would appear to be the «noat administratively desira- 

ble, but either alternative is feasible within the model's 

algorithms. 

The particular pricing scheme chosen depends not only 

upon the stated objectives, moreover, but also upon the 

economic and political ambiance affecting the given facility. 

Desirable attributes of any pricing policy include simplicity 



both in administration and in comprehension by the consumer, 

social and political feasibility, and efficacy in achieving 

the desired objectives,  underlying all of the pricing schemes 

considered, therefore, ia the assumption that in order to 

enhance administrative feasibility and consumer acceptance, 

the number of separate price levels set for the facility 

should be kept as limited as possible, while allowing the 

desired objective to be achieved. ThuB, if a single price to 

all users over the life of a facility will accomplish a desired 

purpose, and if it meets with the specified financial and eco- 

nomic constraints, this price is considered optimal.  In short, 

only after testing single pricu possibilities and finding them 

inadequate ie consideration given in the model to price dis- 

crimination or differentiation schemes. 
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Basic Demand and Supply Function Charaoterlstlco 

As »tatod,  the present mo«   I requires more attention  to 

explicit demand an I supply curve estimation than the processes 

based on arbitrary cost-allocations common to conventional 

capital budgeting methods.    The difference is mainly one of 

emphasis.    In reality,   the desaand curve  lies,  explicitly or 

implicitly,  at the  core of most procedures  for estimating the 

benefits to be derived from individual investment projects. 

Only in broader "systems" or "national  income"   analyses of 

certain large public worics is this reliance on the demand 

function «s a basis  for benefit evaluation likely to be seri- 

ously mitigated.    For private enterprises, management aay call 

the demand estimation exercise a "market*  forecast or analysis, 

but the objective la still the same as determining a demand 

function!    namely,  estimating how much people are "willing to 

pay" for specified quantities of the product or service to be 

produced.    Public officials contemplating civil investments 

follow much the same procedures.    Por example,  when  road- 

Lai ldors    try to estimate the cost reductions a new highway 

will confer on users,  they really are trying to estimate how 

much the users might be willing to pay for the  facility. 

Therefore, their efforts represent indirect attempts to esti- 

mate the demand function.    The same is true of attempts to 

evaluate the "direct benefits"  (for example,  flood control, 



irrigation,   navigation)   of dam or reclama ion projects.    Of 

course,  public official-, may also count  Indirect benefits  in 

their evaluation«.    This practice, however,  haa been  increasin- 

gly questioned by economiste on grounds   that it representa an 

improper accounting of simple transfers   from one group to 

as another in  society   (rath.r than creation oí  new wealth)   or it 

promulgates  an "unwarranted" bias ¿n  favor of public   as against 

private  investments.     Indeed,  since private  investors normally 

f cannot  recoup the secondary or indirect benefits of  their 

undertakings,  a strong case exists  for stressing potential 

"recoupabiiity"  for evaluating the benefits of public invest- 

ments,   at least so long as soma sort of parity    is sought in 

capital accumulation and evaluations  by  the publia and private 

sectors.    Again,   any such stress on public-private parity, 

i implies that estimates of demand are  the central consideration 

in evaluating public projects. 

* It is well to digress briefly,   therefore,  on just what 

information   supply and demand  functions  convey and,  explicitly, 

whether the  usual demand curves of economic analysit   treasure 

benefits in  a meanirgful way.     Indeed,   a  rather extensive 

literature and controversy exists on  this poi»;t. 

One difficult  problem that arises when using demand curves 

to estimate  benefits  is  that demand curves necessarily are 

expressed in monetary suras while,  in  a strict sense,  what 

should  really be measured is the satisfaction or utility people 

derive  from money.     Of course,   if every unit of money were  like 

every other unit in terms of the extra satisfactions  it would 

is 

a 



buy, this would not bo n problem.  It is, however, difficult 

to imagine real circumstances in whioh every unit of expendi- 

ture indicated by a demand curve would be of constant benefit 

value —or, more technically, of constant marginal utility. 

Thia proposition can be illustrated by considering the 

basic character of consumar decisione. A rational consumer 

might be expected to rank all the possible ways he could spend 

his money Income according to the satisfaction they yielded 

and would spend his mono/ by proceeding down this hierarohial 

ordering until all his funds were exhausted.  Assuming that 

eveiry product can be consumed in eactly the desired amounts 

(i.e. that there is perfect product or service divisibility), 

the rational consumer would spend on every product until the 

marginal satisfaction from the last unit of money spent on 

each produot is equal to the marginal satisfaction derived 

from the last unit spent on every other produot —otherwise 

ho could make hirasolf batter off by transferring funds from a 

produot yielding low satisfaction to one supplying large sa- 

tisfaction.  Furthermore, if money income were increased, the 

consumer would proceed down the list further than boifore and 

the last dollar expended probably would yield less utility 

than before. Contrarlly, with a reduction in income, the 

last unit of money spent would supply more satisfaction than 

before. 

It is worth noting the possible consequences if a price 

I«, 
Savings should be treated as one form of expenditures. 



increase or decrease occurs on one of the producta consumed. 

Say the price increases.  If the consumer does not want to 

reduce by much the quantity of the product consumed, the 

result might be that his total money outlay on the produat 

increaseo.  However, to increase outlay on thia product, the 

consumer must decrease expenditures on other products — 

assuming that money income remains the samo.  A decrease in 

expenditure on the other products «.»ans, though, that the 

last dollar spent on each oí those products probably yields 

more utility and the marginal utility of money therefore has 

increased to the coneuioor because of the prico change. 

On the other hand, the consumer might curtail hi« con- 

sumption ao that he spent less in toto on the product after 

the price increase.  This, in turn, would free funds for 

making increased expenditures on other products, with the 

marginal utility of the last dollar spent thereby being 

reduced„ 

When most consumers are in the former situation —that 

is, when more is epent on a product after a price increase— 

demand for that product is said to be inelastic.  The demand 

elasticity is defined to be less than unity when demand is 

inelnstio and greater than unity when it : s elastic. A 

unitnry demand elasticity is the case for which total expen- 

diture on a product remains unchanged in the face of a price 

change. 

The demand elasticity,  as a rule, will be different at 

different points on moat demand functions.     The usual assump- 



tion ie that the demand elasticity  is greater  than unity at 

high prices,   and less than unity at  low prices.     Tho  concept 

of  "demand elasticity"   ie very useful in  analysing  the meaning 

of the suggestion that benefits should be measured  in dollar 

units of constant marginal utility.     In essence,  this  proposi- 

tion implies  that a demand function relating quantity to 

dollars of constant marginal  utility should be  used   to measure 

benefits rather than a normal demand function.     It is well, 

therefore,  to consider the relationship between a constant 

marginal utility demand function and regular demand  function. 

In the elastic portion of the conventional demand curve 

any increase in prioe decreases total expenditure,   on the 

product or service under analysis and frees money for expen- 

diture on other products.    This forces the marginal utility 

of the  last dollar spent downward.     To restore  the marginal 

utility of the Inst dollar to its original position would 

require taking ooney away  from the consumer.     Thiß  in  turn 

would depress consumption of  the product being  analyzed below 

its original  l»jvel and make  the depressive effect of   the 

price increase even greater than it would otherwise  have been. 

In the  inelas';ic portion  of the curve the  situation would  just 

be reversed.     In short,   only when demand is unit elastic will 

there be no induced income effects on demand which would 

require compensatory action to restore the marginal utility 

of money to its original position. 

Thus,   for measuring benefits in dollars of constant 

marginal utility,   the usual demand curve will provide  an 



improper «stimate unies« demand happens to be  just unit elaa- 

c tio.     The degrees of  the overeatimate depends on the extent to 

-ng which the two demand  functions diverge»    this,   in turn, is 

x largely a function of how important an item of consumption the 

ci- product under analysis happens to be.    For goods that absorb a 

big proportion of  income, the divergence will be  large;    for 

ore goods  that account  fcr only a small percentage of total consumer 

expenditures, the bias  should not be great. 

Because of these difficulties,   it has sometimes been 

to. suggested that tho proper approach  to benefit valuation is not 

,, to attempt measuring benefits in dollars of constant marginal 

utility but rather to determine what would be the maximum 
i 

nwobei  of dollars,   regardless of utilitj  value,   that people 

would pay rathor than do without a product or service.    The 

reasoning behind this  approach is that if this  sum is larger 

than  the total coats  of providing the good or serviae, produc- 

• tion is economically  justified. 

Again,  the area under the demand curve usually is accepted 

as a reasonably valid   first approximation to the  amount to be 

estimated.     Remembering that a demand curve indicates  the 

price  that must be charged to bring a certain number of custom- 

ers into the market,   this sum would be identical to that rea- 

lized by a monopolist practicing perfect price discrimination. 

Such a monopolist would arrange his  customers according to the 

maximum each was willing to pay rather than do without his 

product and would extract from each customer this maximum. 

A regular demand curve,  however,  actually would over- 

m. 

J3t 
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estimate the maximum amount that customers would pay because 

extracting every penny available to be spent on a product 

changes the basic assumptions under which demand curvas  are 

usually constructed.    Specifically,  perfect price discrimina- 

tion means that more income will be spent OP the product under 
(after the initial) 

analysis at every level of outputAthan would otherwise be  the 

case.    Thus,  under a system of perfect price discrimination, 

less money income might be expected  to be available at every 

level of consumption than would be available without price 

discrimination.    Assuming that the product under analysis  is 

not an inferior good,1 less of the product being subjected to 

price discrimination  (and less of other non-inferior products 

as well) would be demanded for a given price than would other- 

wise be the case because of the reduction in income. 

The preceding is, however,  strictly a partial analysis. 

It overlooks the fact that one .nan's purchase is another's 

sale.    Consequently,  if in a system with price discrimination 

thoee who gained income had the same marginal propensity to 

consume and exactly the same marginal product preferences,  on 

baienea, as those who lost income,   the effect would be to 

restore demand to the initial state.     It is doubtful, of 

course,  that these assumptions would be met in reality.     But 

neither it la clear what the net effect would be of permitting 

ATA  inferior good  ia defined to be one whose consumption 
riaea when income declines because it  is substituted for other 
goods of higher price.    Hamburger  (in place of steaks and 
ÏÏÏÎ   fi andJry?,íIour  (in PUco of wheAt f3-o«r)   are usually thought to be illustrative examples of inferior goods. 



price discrimination.     Depending on preference  and  consumption 

patterns,   the ultimate effect on the  3alee of a particular 

product or service at a given prico could be an increase,  a 

decrease,   or no change      If an increase occurred,  the area 

1er under demand curves would tend to underestimate benefits;     if 

e a decrease was  the result,   the tendency would be to o voues ti- 

matti benefits. 

Still  another objection  might be  leveled against either 

the  price-discriminating-monopolist or con s tant-margin a 1- 

j utility of money  concepts of benefit measurement,    Aa compared 

with the  UBual  competitive criterion,  both essentially esta- 

^3 bli&h a second or double standard for determining whether or 

3r_ not production of  a good is economically  justified.    The com- 

petitive  teat for determining whether a good should be pro- 

duced is  that at  soma  level of output ,   the price that con- 

sumers are willing to pay is greater  chan the supply price  at 

* that output.    By  contrast,   the full areas under the constant- 

marginal-utility  of money or price-discriminating-monopoliBt 

demand curvea normally will  result in higher estimates of 

benefits.     These  criteria therefore could suggest production 

of goods  that would be excluded on the single-price competi- 

tive standard.     But to obtain this production,  either legali- 

zed monopoly and price discrimination or government subsidiza- 

tion would have  to be instituted  for those goods which,  though 

justified  by a  •full-area"   criterion,   do not have demand 

'íher curvos that over  lie above  their supply  functions. 

It seems very doubtful  that accept %nce could ever be 
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obtained   for the rather major oho^a» In the economic  institu- 

tiona of moat countries that complete adoption of any  "full- 

area" criterion would  Imply.    There are  few signs at  leaat, 

that most western societies would want  to undertake a  large 

acale subsidisation program or abandon competitive pricing in 

favor of monopolistic price discrimination on any extensive 

acale.     At  a minimum,   any systematic ahi ft to a "full-area" 

benefit calculâtion  in deciding capital outlay« and  Invest- 

mente  (broadly construed)  in a decentralized private enter- 

prise economy would poae substantial administrative problems. 

Of course, under certain circumstances a double standard 

might be defensible.     Por example,  a "full-area" count of 

benefit might be sanctioned for voluntary non-profit and 

public servi ce activities,    in a sense,  even western economies 

already use such a mixed system since many educational and 

cultural  activities   (e.g.,  symphony orchestras and art muse- 

ums)   as well as certain public utilities  are  financed  in this 

way.    Still, adoption of a "full-area" concept of benefits is 
and 

clearly a policy decisionA not a strictly economic one. 

There  is still another,  simply pragmatic difficulty with 

any "full-area" measure of benefits.    This  is the need to know 

the shape  of demand  functions much beyond the normal  range of 

available  data or experience.    As  a rule,   the investigator 

trying to estimate a demand  function has only a limited number 

of price and quantity observations, perhaps as illustrated in 

Pigure 1,  where each dot represents one observation.    The 

usual procedure in estimating a demand function is to fit a 

j 
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line or curve,   depending on  the circumstance,   to these data 

according to some criterion of best fit   (as a rule,   least 

squares) .    Where there are data,  this procedure should yield 

reasonably good  results.    But it is obvious that not much of 

substance is known about the shape of the demand function out 

beyond the limited ringe of  the available price and quantity 

data,     'or "full-area" roeasures of benefits,   this is a 

serious handicap. 

No one of  the previously stated objections may be over- 

riding when taken by itself.     But the cumulative effect of 

these many criticismo could be o£ substantial magnitude. 

Furthermore,  potentially difficult policy decisions often 

must be made at  cernir» stages in the evaluation of a proposed 

facility or project.    Prom the technical standpoint this 

suggests that  the best capital budgeting procedure would be 

one  that minimizes  the number of applicable crlticioms  and 

difficult policy decisions.     The purpose  should be to arrive 

at  a correct budgeting or Investment decision with a minimum 

of  .iBoumptiona   and required  information  gathering.    One 

obvious way to do this is to proceed sequentially.    Projects 

Initially should be  tested   for feasibility with a minimum of 

assumptions and  avoiding a maximum of difficulties.     If proven 

infaasible under these conditions,  additional assumptions and 

decisione should be  introduced in approximate order of  "defen- 

sibility",  testing  for feasibility at each stage.    The process 

should continue  until conditional  feasibility or total in- 

feasibility was clearly established.    It is this sequential 
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procès, that we refer to when Peking explicit identification 

of qualitative decision pointa. 
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Description of tha Computational Procedure 

In addition to the characteristics of closer integration 

of pricing and capital budgeting, explicit identification of 

qualitative deoision points, and the oonsoious use of pricing 

schemes as planning instruments, it is desirable to construct 

a procedure which keeps the needed series of computations 

relatively simple and straightforward. Although our model 

was programmed for an electronic digital computer1,our assump- 

tions of strict linearity of demand and supply functions 

enable an ordinary desk calculator to suffice if an electronic 

computer is unavailable.2 

The linearity constraint on the demand and especially on 

the supply functions can be relaxed without too great an 

increase in computational labor, but departure from linearity 

for what we call the "composite net outlay" curves creates 

considerable arithmaticel difficulty.   These problems are 

strictly computational, however, not conceptual.  Indeed, 

conceptually the procedure is almost completely general;  the 

S 

l,r 
'he IBM 7094 at the Harvard university Computing Center. 

2 
AI» estimate of tha man hours required for the necessary 

computations is difficult to state in abstraction from a 
specific case. The work involved, however, is no more time 
consuming than rjost simple statistical regressions or 
engineering calculations. 
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only requirements ara that present capital costa of the faci- 

lity and its demand and supply functions over the relevant 

planning period be estimated, and an appropriate rate of 

discount (or range of ratea) be specified.  In short, even if 

the linearity constraints are relaxed, the conceptual procedure 

remains essentially as described. 

As noted, exogcmeoua information needed as inputs to the 

model include estimates of the demand and supply functions for 

each time interval of the total planning poriod, including 

peak and off-peak period demand estimates.  The supply func- 

tions, furthermore, pertain only to all factors other tha;. t.he 

fixed or capital facility under investigation.  Depending up. \ 

circumstances, the functions could shift but retain constant 

slope over time, or the slopes could change over tin», also. 

The demand functions are assumed to be mon*A "»nically decreasing 

and can be expressed in symbols as: 

D - f(P, T, K, Y,  N, ...) , 

where P " price of product or service, 

T »  time, 

K • coat of physical  facility capacity, 

Y • consumer income,   and 

N «  growth   in population. 

Similarly,   the supply functions for all  factors other than 

1We t? peci t'y a time  interval  arbitrarily as one year.    The 
lengui of tha planning period,  normally  about the same as the 
economic  life of  the system,   can easily be changed to reflect 
different estimates of economic life. 



the fixed facility arei 

S - g(P,  T,  Kf  Y,    N,   ...) 

for any one  time  interval.    These supply functions,  again, 

pertain  to the offering of all  *abor,   administrative and other 

skills  needed to  "complete-  the  facility's productivity when 

Joined with the   fixed capital outlay or project under  inves- 

tigation.     It would be expected,   moreover,   that every different 

investment alternative normally would have a different supply 

function.     In particular,  differences  in the  productive capa- 

city of different alternatives would be expressed by differen- 

ces in  the slope  or shape of the  supply  functions. 

The effective demand for a  facility or  its   "net outlay 

curve"   (as we shall term it)   can be obtained  for every  time 

interval by substracting the supply from the demand functions 

in each  interval.     These net curros represent   th* derived 

demand  for the  facility itself after all cost other than 

charges   for  facility use have been subtracted,   and are  thus 

net affective demands   for the  facility's capacity.1    A..ustión 

of  linear supply  and demand curves  greatly  facilitates  the 

derivation of net ourlay curves,   as shown  in  Figure 2.     Aa 

Figure   3  illustrates,   howover,  assumption of  a  curved or even 

a kinked supply curve dooi  little   to increase  mathematical 

complexity if 0„xy the  two axea,   intercept8  are  ^ ^ ^^ 

the several net outlay curves.    As  shown in Figure 3,   the 

• 

Marîhîïï W£2\ÎÏVÎl,\ *? the derived demand ••* of A. «arañan.    See his Principies of Economics   (8th edition) , 
* ^ Jo»  lOTCfr 
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FIGURE 2i     Nat outlay curve   (Qnet)  derived from 
linear demand and supply curves in 
time Interval t. 
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(a)    Curvilinear supply function. 

(b)    Linear supply function. 

X FIGURE 31  Derivation of linear net outlay 
curves, with assumptions of linear 

-•—- t ••»  *T»«««^4> 4 ( 
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resulting lliear approximation  ie generally conservative over 

the  length of  the not outlay  function. 

These net  outlay curves provide a basis  for evaluating 

different pricing policies and thereby the potential benefits 

of the capital   .nvostmant.    Moreover,   two types of not outlay 

curves could be determined for each time interval i     one  for 

peak  and one  for nì.ack period demands.    The computations des- 

cribed subsequently eppiy  identically  to each type, with 

aggregar« values be *.ng the sum of values  found using eaoh 

type of net outlay curvo.     As Steiner has pointed out,     such 

net outlay curves can bo very useful in analyzing peak and 

off-peak pricing problems  for productive  facilities,  particu- 

larly where a so-caJled  "shifting peak" may exiat,    To deter- 

mine the maximum amount of capacity justified under peak and 

off-peak demand conditions,   the net outlay curves mußt be 

added vertically,   «a shown  in  figure  4.     Steiner assumes that 

/&   in Figure  4  is  the constant cost of providing a unit of 

capacity,  independent of  the  amount of capacity required. 

Thus,  Pr and  P2  are the peak and off-peak prices  respectively 

!p    o    Steiner,   in "P^ak Loads  and Efficient Pricing," The 
Quarieriy tournoi of Jomu-iic..  Vol.   LXXI,  No    4   (November, 
TW?rF^D^BirfTrn-r6ir^^reTrrior treatment of peak  load 

£.rsii£S*SS«§ ir1-04 cllfe" N.J.,  Rënêrce^flan,  Inc.,   19«), PP-**-**- 
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FIGURE 4:     Vertical addition of peak and slack 
period net outlay curves,  showing a 
"ahiftina peak" caae.     (Adapted from 
Stainer (op.cit.) ,  Figure 1, p.598) . 
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and X0 representa the units of capacity required.1 

Determining revenues available to finance  an investment 

under different pricing policies also can be done expeditiously 

by airaply adding the  p«ak and alack period net outlay curves 

of each  time interval   (appropriately discounted) , but in this 

caso sunning horizontally rather than vertically.    That is, 

the net outlay curves  for each time interval should be dis- 

counted to the present using the appropriate present value 
9 

factor    according to  the relevant  time interval and the dis- 

count rate selected.     Since the discounted net  outlay curves 

of each type are to be aggregated horizontally  along the 

quantity axis,  they are expressed  for convenience mathemati- 

cally with relation  to that axis.     That is, the  intercept A 

in the linear equation 

Qnet - * - BP 

|A is  the quantity   (Q)   axis intercept  and B is the   slope with 

reference to the vertical price  (P)   axis.    Composite peak and 

slack period discounted net outlay curves  for the total plan- 

ning period are shown  in Figure 5,   and are piecewiae  linear 

functions.    Strictly  linear proxies  for the piecewise  linear 

Steiner   (op. ci t.) ,   p.  587.    The  assumption of  a constant 
seems rather unrealistic.    Capital cost should vary according 
to the cost parameters of the particular  facility under inves- 
tigation,   and its physical design  and size.    Therefore, capa- 
city cost varies  as a  function of output in the present modal. 

The computer program is designed to allow a  rango of dis- 
count rates to be tented.    Thus,   the sensitivity   of the plan- 
ning decision to the  interest rates can readily  be determined. 

L 
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y D     (composite discounted 
* p        peak period curve) 

FIGURH St    Compos it« net outlay curves with 
linear approximation«. 
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composite curves can be £ound by taking the price axis inter- 

-apts to be the arithmetic mean of all the individual net 

outlay curve price intercept» weighted by their relevant 

present value factors  once the weighted mean price intercept 

is found (P in Pigure 5) the slope of the proxy curve in each 

case follows easily and the functions are completely described. 

The area under each linear approximation is equal to that 

ondar the relevant pieoewiae linear curve. 

The question arises, obviously, of how much accuracy is 

sacrificed by using such linear approximations.  Only if the 

price axis intercepts of th* individual net outlay curves vary 

over a wide range, or «Ine if thai« are very few time intervals 

being considered --say less than five- will the approximations 

affect the price levels subsequently determined, and then only 

prices in the higher portion of the pricing schedule.  If the 

axis intercept is small relative to the quantity axin inter- 

cept, loss of accuracy with raspect to price levels aetermined 

is negligible. 

Having obtained oar linear composite discounted net outlay 

curve, for peak and off-peak co»»«.=, experimente can be 

conducted with different prloin, »che«s and pertinent quali- 

tative decision point, can be identifia.  First, a contingency 

eneo* should ba «ade to »ee if the alternative promote pro- 

posed a« .oono-lo.ll» feasible even with total discounted 

consu^rs' surplus (the entire are under the conceits net 

outlay curvos) counted as benefits.  If present gross beneilts 

1... present cost, prove to be negative after this check, it 

u 



is time to atop and reconsider the need for the facility or at 

least ita estimated design and construction costs. In soma 

instances, of course, there may be prevailing, non-economic 

argumenta favoring construction of the facility. Here they 

ohould be specified and considered, and their importance 

weighed at least qualitatively against the economic defioit 

resulting from construction of the  facility. 

Por the alternative projects passing the first contingency 

check, selection of the optimal project could proceed,   if so 

desired, by identifying that facility which generates the 

maximum revenue.    The prices in the peak and slack periods 

which will return maximum revenue for each facility are those 

at the unit elastic points on the discounted composite net 

outlay curves for peak and off-peak periods respectively,  as 

shown in Figure 6. 

If the best of the available alternatives selected in 

this fashion provides a positive net present revenue,  then 

for the private sector  (assuming maximum profit from the  fa- 

cility as tne criterion), the optimal pricing schedule  is 

simultaneously determined.    In the public sector case, where 

maximising use of the facility may be the objective,   along 

with self-recovery of facility  costs,  the pricing scheme 

illustrated in Figure 7 would be optimal.     By recursive  tes- 

ting,  the rectangle OABC, whose area represents the coat stream 

of the facility discounted to the present,   is  found to corres- 

pond to the lowest price consistent with the facility being 

self-sufficient »   it is fitted under the vertically combined 

i) 
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peak and off-peak net outlay curves.    The net peak and off- 

peak prices,   then,  aa shown  in Figure 7,  aro P    and *>     ,   for 
p o 

maximum use.     If the "present  coat rectangle"  should fit below 

the kink  in  the vertically added composite curves   (for example, 

ODBP) ,  a single peak period only price,  at P in Figure 7,   for 

all peak period consumers  and a »ero facility price for off- 

peak users will generate maximum usage. 

Of course,  the objective of pricing policy,   in a situation 

characterized by sharply different peak and off-peak demands 

night not always be oriented  to either profit-maximization or 

use-maximization  (subject to  the constraints  that users pay the 

marginal costs of what they  consume and for all or most of the 

capacity) .     For example,   the  objective could be  a single yet 

fully compensatory price  for  all users.    The grounds might be 

simply administrative expediency or some simple  "equity" concept 

that everyone should pay part of the cost.    Alternatively,  price 

elasticities  of demand    might be so low as  to make price discri- 

mination  simply not worth  the effort or extra administrative cost 

Por example,  the aituntion might be as illustrated in 

Figure  8.     The demand curvea   represent the effective demands 

for capacityi     D    for the  off-peak,  D    for the  peak,  and D    for 
o p s 

the horizontal  sum of the  two demand curves.     Po  ¿s the common 

or single price that will yield sufficient revenue to pay for 

the capacity if  levied againat both peak and off-peak users. 

P    is the price that would yield the same requisite 
P 

LSee Section II above,   for a discussion of demand elasticities. 



amount  if charged to peak hour users  only.     As drawn  in  this 

example,   off-peak users would be  charged nothing for capacity 

since  no shift  in  the peak would occur  even at this minimum 

charge.     The effect  of  levying a common price in both periods 

as against prica discriminating,   therefore,   is to reduce 

usage  in  the off-peak  from Q¿ to QQ and to increase  it  from 

Q'   to Q    in the peak and at the same time redistribute  the 

burden  of  the capacity costs away  from peak and onto alack 

period users.     In this particular illustrative case,   total 

use is  decreased by a common price since  the price elasticity 

of demand in  the off-peak  is shown  to be greater than during 

the peak.     The reverse,  however,   could be  true 

in real  applications.1       Again,   it is entirely possible   that 

under some ol reuma tances  any reduction  in usage occasioned by 

a single price might be viewed as a small  "cost" to be paid 

for the administrative simplicity of  a  single price system. 

Of course,  even the best alternative project might   fail 

to generate  a non-negative net present  revenue under any  type 

of non-discriminatory pricing scheme,   including differentiation 

between peak  and slack period users.     Two additional  typ«3  of 

price  discrimination schemes might  then be  tested,   inter- 

consumer and  inter-temporal,   to see  if  by systematic pri.ee 

discrimination of either  type,   a positive or at least  zero 

net present revenue can be achieved. 

In the  inter-consumer case,  separate price levels  can be 

Indead,   such a reversal may well be  the case of travel 
ü_„,„J   *„«. .,,-K.r. avnroa*wMVfi   in  the  United States. 
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FIGURE 6:     Maximum revenue and use price levels. 
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FZGDRB 71 Optinal peak and off-peak price« 
for laaximua use with net present 
value equel to sero. 
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FIGURE 8i  Effects of a single and fully 
compensatory price charged to 
all consumers, in a peak ana 
clack period demand situation. 



found by straightforward trigonometric manipulation of the 

area under tha discounted composite peak  and  off-peak net 

outlay curves,     ha soon as enough revenue i a  obtained to  ful- 

fill  the specified objective and constraints,   the number of 

discriminatory levels of peak and off-peak prices is fixed. 

In keeping with our plausible assumptions that administrative 

simplicity and consumer acceptance are desirable,   the testing 

within the model   follows a  recursive sequence of permutations 

of price  levels  and moves  from most simple and probably admi- 

nistratively feasible  to least.     Table  I  indicates  the tequence 

of inter-consumer price testing,  with a maximum number of six 

price leve IB i    three for peak and three  for slack period con- 

sumers.    This arbitrary upper limit of six levels could be 

increased,  but at a con corami tant relative loes of computational 

and administrative simplicity and probable consumer acceptance. 

Determination of optimal or acceptable  inter-temporal 

pricing schemes relative to some objective ie somewhat mora 

involved computationally than for the inter-consumer case. 

Suppose the objective  is to determine the optimal  inter-tempo- 

ral pricing scheme    with a maximum of two price  lavéis   (again, 

an arbitrary upper limit easily changed)  over  the   *-otal plan- 

ning  period.    The problem is composed of two  closely inter- 

related parta.    We must ascertain 1)   the  lengths of the  two 

subperiods of the total planning period,  and  2)   the prico 

levels within each subperiods  for both peak  and off-peak 

users.     Additional assumption, mentioned earlier,  which inci- 

dentally helps keep the number of possible permutations in 

0 
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TABLE   I 

MODEL  SEQUENCE OF  INTER-CONSUMER  PRICE  LEVELS 

PERIOD 

Peak 

Off-peak 

TESTS   (NUMBER OP  SEPARATE PRICE LEVELS) 

1234 5678 



the model within   reasonable bounds,   is  that prices must decline 

(or rise)   over time.    Por example,   in a  two level  intar-terapo- 

ral pricing scheme,   the second price charged might be cons- 

trained  to some  fraction of the  initial  price.     Such a cons- 

traint seems quito  realistio,  particularly when considering 

the introduction of new produots or services.    The opposite 

assumption is also permis a ab le within the model,  but it may 

often seem less plausible.    If the second type or constraint 

is assumed,  then the model helps  to identify the minimum incre- 

ment of increase  in price, of all the feasible Increments, 

which meets the objective. 

km an illustrative example of the inter-temporal algorithm, 

consider a planning period composed of,   say,  twenty time inter- 

vals.    The extromum conditions  for the two-level inter-temporal 

scheme arei    1)   oherge the initial price  in the first time 

interval  and the  secondary price  in the  remaining nineteen,  or 

2)   charge the Initial price over  the first nineteen periods 

and the  secondary  price  in the   last time   Interval only.     For 

any subperiod of more  than one   time interval,   the beat single 

price  for that subperiod is  found  in a manner analogous  to 

finding  the single  beat price   for the total period dejcribed 

above.     It is more  convenient within the  algorithm,  however, 

particularly with  computers,   to obtain optimal  prices  in  a 

somewhat different  manner from that described previously.      It 

là icore  convenient  to find first  the single best price  In  a 

Bubperioa,  defined  to be the  arithmetic mean of the unit 

elastic prices of each of the  component time  intervals of  the 

) 
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subperiod weighted by  their associated output quantities 

suitably discounted  to the present.     The prices for peak and 

slack users found by  thia method ia equivalent  to that of  the 

method described above  and illustrated in Figure 8, but the 

mathematical format  ia more amenable to making subsequent 

iterations as necessary.    The weighting factor  for any time 

interval unit alaatic price is 

jre- 
Wt- 

-21 
(UT) 

itha, 

cer- 

oral 

and the single optimal price within a aubperiod of the total 

planning period composed of,  say,   intervals one to five,  is 

then 

1*5-     -i—i 
w. 

or 

;r 

Id 

where Pfc   is the unit elastic price   for time  interval  t. 

The  computer  algorithm proceeds  lterativrely to detarmine 

the optimal price   levels  for each possible combination of 

subperiods within  tho   total planning period until the not 

pre«.«nt  revenue generated is non-negative and  the constraint 

of decreasing or increasing price   levels  is met.    The number 

of inter-temporal price  levels can  be increased beyond two at 

a substantial increase  in computer  time  required for the cal- 

culation.     A sample  listing of the  requisite values obtained 

by hand methods  for a   fivo-interval  subperiod  and for peak 

period demand only,   is  giver, in Table II.    Appendix A contains 
i e 



• tabular guide for hand calculation of a single optimal peak 

period price u.ing hypothetical data.    Appendix B is  a flow 

diagram of the computar progran for the model. 
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TABLE  II 

INTER-TEMPORAL  PRICING SCHEME  CALCULATIONS 
POR THE  BEST  SINGLE  PEAK   PERIOD PRICE,   WITH 
AN  INTEREST   RATE OF TWO  PERCENT AND A  FIVE 
YEAR PLANNING PERIOD       (t -  1,   .   ,   .   ,   5) 

I) 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

5.00 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 

Qt Wt wtPt 

4.54 4.46 22.28 
5.54 5.33 31.98 
6.36 6.00 41.98 
7.27 6.72 53.75 
8.18 7.41 66.70 

Z -  29.92       E. - 216.69 

»If 
NOTES i 

» 
P 

1*5 
f   Vt _ç  

?   "t 

216.69 

29.92 
1?s -    7.24  unit« 

1. t is tima  interval in ye firs. 

2. P.   is unit elastic price   lavai in time  interval t. 

3. Q.   is associated output quantity at price Pfc, 

obtained from Q    t curve in tine interval t. 

4. Wfc - Qt /  (1 • r)fc. 

5. See Appendix A for input data. 
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IV 

Summary 

This paper presents some techniques whioh could be used 

in confronting comp ex capital budgeting and pricing problems. 

The suggested procedirus differ in several significant aspects 

from more conventional capital budgeting procedures.  For 

example, it is asserted that capital budgeting should not be 

accomplished in Isolation from pricing considerations, and a 

procedure is suggested wherein pricing probleas and capital 

budgeting are more closely integrated.  Additionally, pricing 

policies are recognised as Instruments for planning which can 

be used directly to help achieve some stated objective for the 

capital facility.  Another attribute of the model is that 

broadar issues and variables in the social and political con» 

text of the proposed capital facility, variables perhaps not 

susceptible to facile quantification, can nevertheless be 

considered explicitly at specified decision points within 

the planning process. 

A central argument of this paper has been that sensible 

capital budgeting requires knowledge of the effective demand 

or "net outlay" for the capacity created by any prospective 

capital investment. This, in turn, means that the supply 

prices of all other factors required to produce the final 

product or service in question must be known as well as the 

demand function for that final output.  Furthermore, knowledge 
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of the effective demand for new capacity can ^ be converted 

into an estimate of prospective revenues or benefits if some 

stipulation is .ade of the objectives sought by those persons 

or organisations controlling pricing policy together with the 

constraints, administrative or economic, under which these 

policies are executed. 

To accurately datine these objectives and constraints 

muiros information or decisions on many toatters:  the extent 

to which consistency is sought in the decision processes used 

by different classes of policy makers, both public and private, 

whether profit or uae maximization is considered the socially 

moat suitable goal,  the possibility and Justifiability of 

subsidization,  the value attached to simplicity  Ln adminis- 

trative mechanism*,  and so forth. Many or most of these 

issues are not likely to be easily settled, oí course. All 

c«n involve some subjective and political Judgements of con- 

siderable complexity. A contribution of the present procedure 

is that some of the complexity is reduced, and subtle inter- 

relationships are olarified, at least in the quantifiable 

portions of the planning analyses. 

edge 



APPENDIX A 

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS TO  IDENTIFY THE   BEST SINGLE PRICE 
FOR MAXIMUM  REVENUE,   WITH  AN INTEREST  RATE OP TWO 

PERCENT AND A PLANNING PERIOD OP PIVE  YEARS ASSUMED 
(PEAK  PERIOD CURVES ONLY) 

INPUT DATA ARRAYS 

m 

TIME 
INTERVAL 
(YEARS) 

S 

1 20*   l.o 10* 

2 22    1.0 10 

3 24    1.0 10 

4 26    1,0 10 

5 28    1.0 10 

* In demand and supply units 

NOTESt 

1. Assuma constant demand and supply slopes; 
right-shifting   Unoreasing)   peak period 
demand over tin». 

2. Present value  factor   (PRVP)   is  1 /  (l «. r)t. 

3. Dt is prioe axis intercept of peak period 
demand curve at time t. 

4'    S* tLe>rt°e aXl0 intÄrcept of »"PPiy e«•» at 

5. Dt is slope of peak period demand curve in 
time interval t. 

6. St is slope of supply curve In time interval t 

O 



TABULAR CAIgüL^Mg^TORjB^^ PERI0D  ?RICE 

PR VF PI, 
DJLSA. Cö„ nrç 

t. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

KOTES i 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4, 

5, 

6. 

7. 

.30039 

.96117 

.94232 

.92385 

.90573 

10.00 
12.00 
H.00 
16.00 
.8.00 

9.09 
10.91 
12.73 
3.4.55 
16.35 

.909 

.909 

.909 

.909 

.909 

8.91 
10.48 
11.99 
13.44 
14.32 

45.45 
65.45 
89.09 

116.36 
147.27 

44.56 
62.91 
83.95 

107.50 
133.39 

59.65     463.63        432.32 

10, 

PIt is thû ¡.rice axis intercept of tho peak period net 

outla/ 4-irve in time interval ti PI - Da - sÄ. 
Cut 

At is  tho quantity aula  intercept of  tha peak period net 

outlay cur>-e in  tiraa interval ti   A. • PI    / Db 4- Sb 

t t        t        t  * 

Bt i a  the  slops o¿  tha peak poriod net outlay curva with 

reiarunce to the price ani a in timo  interval  ti 
Bt  -  At  / PIV   . 

DISAt  is  the Afc  intercept discouatea  to the present. 

CSfc is  tho consuTOrs'   surplus  in ti suo  interval t. 

DCSfc  io  CSfc disccuntad  to tho  present. 

DAC is   tho quanti-.-.y axin   (Q)   intercept of  tha composite 
net outlay curve discounted to  the  prasant: 

DAC -   ¿\ DISA     ,   DAC -  59.ó5   units. 
1 c 

PIC is  the composi te peak period net outlay curvo 
pirica  axis intercept. 

BC is  the  slope of  the  linear composite peak period 
net outlay curvai 

BC -  DAC / PIC 
* 

P    is  the single host peak period prioe  for maximum 
revenue: 

PÏC «  2   x  DCS   /  DAC 

P* » PIC /  2 P*  »  7.25 units. 



APPENDIX B 

DIAGRAM OP COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 

•FT1 

Datai     Peak  and oil-peak demand  functions,   supply 
functions,  each project,  each time interval 

Data:     Construction,  maintenance,  other costs, 
planning period,  discount ratea,  each 
project. 

a ach discount r»fco'. 

o 
a 
*-> 
o u a 

•H «J u I 
« c 

Ü 

o u 
Ù. 

Find prosent cost, each project 

Calculata net outlay curve», poiik «nd off-peak, 

discount to present value. 

Aggregate net outlay curves horizontally,  Und 

present value of consumers' surplus 

Select "feasible" projects   «*- — - 

-0JBJ 

13 

Qualitative 
factors: include 
(-)   project? 

,HL 

Compute net present revenue at unit 
elastic prices S 

i 

I (cont'd) 



(contd.) 

1 
Select "best" project (max,  L_ 

net present revenue)    | 

1 

Try aysteraatic price 
disctirnination  to  see 
if net  present revenue 
ia ¿   0 

Qualitative  fac- 
toru:     reasons 
other  than 
strictly 
economic? 

Inter-consuroeri  up to 
3 price   levels,  peak 
and off-peak 

alitative 

ctors: include 
)   project? 

Choose»  basic 
pricinq  objective: 
max.  profit or use 

(max.   urofit) 

Output price 
levels  from   (A) 

Inter-temporali  up  to 
2 price  levels. 

(max.   uso) 

Aggregate  peak  and 
off-peak  net outlay 
curvea vertically 

Output discriminatory 
price  levels  and net 
present  revenue -**?**- Find peak and  off-peak 

pricea   for max.   use 
with net  present rev« 

>    0 output. 

(each  discount   rat-M 






